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"Understanding and Friendship" our motto. 

Welcome to our 2019 August Edition. with the --Twinning Garden" a shining highlight. 

Twinning Garden at All Saints Church, Westlegate. 
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This re-creation is truly a most welcome continuation of the original "Norwich Garden". one of six 
"Gardens of Friendship'' created as part of the twinning contribution for the Bundes Gartenschau, 
BUGA, Federal Garden Show in Koblenz in 2011. All the Twin Cities were invited to create a 
garden representing their unique city character. 
Norwich responded with a garden designed by George [shmael, on 
behalf of••Friends of Norwich in Bloom," a garden with a theme of the 
city churches with a stunning "church window'' sculpture in wood with 
stained glass designed and made by Sarah Bristow, a small pew and a 
lectern, with Norwich linked flower beds. This was a huge undertaking, 
which George and Chris Southgate installed in Koblenz, with dedicated 
planting by Jeanne Southgate. 

Now a uniq11e re-creation here in Norwich hac; been installed with the 
··Twinning Garden", representing all the Norwich Twin Cities (and Regions in some cases).
The stained glass panels have been put between panels of plain glass to protect them, and an extra
glass panel has been added showing the twin cities logos, and those of the sponsors, with the
Norwich in Bloom logo at the top. The 10th May was the '"planting day" with chosen flowers repre
senting each Twin City. Koblenz is represented by two grapevines from Waltraud's garden planted
to climb up the structure from each side to meet on the top, as suggested by George Ishmael. Repre
sentative flowers are Norwich: Crocosmia, Rouen: Iris, Novi Sad: Sun Flower, El Viegio: Plumeria.

A most welcome surprise was the Fig Tree spotted, well established, nearby on the outer wall, 
completing the promise in Scripture (Micha 4.4) ··and they shall live under their Vine and Fig Tree 
and none shall be afraid" truly a fitting verse for the unique Twinning Garden. The garden is also 
enhanced by a wooden garden bench donated by past Lord Mayor. Roy Blower and his wife Beryl. 
Roy, a true Norwich man and member ofNNKFA, sadly passed away on May 26th. 
The garden was opened on July 5th, by the Deputy Lord Mayor, in the presence of the Anglia in 
Bloom judges, who were in Norwich on this special day. Waltraud, as President of Norwich in 
Bloom, also spoke to welcome this unique Twinning Garden. 
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